Exploring the use of antisense, enzymatic RNA molecules (ribozymes) as therapeutic agents.
Antisense catalytic RNAs that specifically base-pair with and cleave target RNA sequences have potential for use as therapeutic agents against viral as well as endogenous gene expression. With the ultimate goal of developing anti-human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) ribozymes for therapeutic use, we have been exploring ways to improve upon the functional activity of ribozymes in living cells. This is being done by the systematic exploration of parameters that affect antisense, and hence ribozyme, function. These include target accessibility, stability of the catalyst, methods for delivery, and intracellular localization of the ribozyme. In addition, we have been examining the kinetic consequences of having extra, nontargeted sequences appended to the ribozyme flanking sequences. Perhaps the single most important consideration for ribozyme effectiveness in an intracellular environment is the accessibility of the target RNA for cleavage. By exploiting the mechanisms by which naturally occurring antisense RNAs interact with their target sequences, we hope to be able to address this problem of targeting and fully capitalize upon the potential of ribozymes as therapeutic agents.